TS, AP will need over 10,000 healthcare professionals by 2020

Telangana and Andhra Pradesh will need over 10,000 hospital management professionals in the next five years according to healthcare management and research institute IHMR Bengaluru. Healthcare is the major sector of spending in the Indian economy and is also the country’s principal contributor for employment generation. Nearly half of India’s population does not have access to primary healthcare.

Dr. Biranchi N. Jens, director, IHMR Bengaluru, said, “The Indian private healthcare industry is expected to grow from around $40 billion currently to $260 billion by 2020. There is a huge shortage, running into a few lakhs, of healthcare staff across all levels in all states in the public and private space. There are an estimated 5,000 private hospitals in India, barring small and medium clinics, and about 7 per cent of these are located in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana. There is a current requirement of 1,500-2,000 hospital management professionals in these two states, but due to non-availability of qualified professionals, they find it difficult to manage. This scarcity of quality healthcare professionals will increase further in coming years as many more new hospitals are going to be set up. We foresee that over 10,000 hospital management professionals will be needed by 2020 to meet this growing gap.”

The country is also facing pressure due to the poor reach of quality healthcare to many due to problems like access and affordability. There are around 1.65 trained allopathic doctors, and nurses per 1,000 population, compared to the World Health Organisation’s (WHO) recommended guideline of 2.5 per 1,000. Total hospital bed density in the country at about 0.6 is far below the global average of 3.0 and the WHO guideline of 5.56.

Total healthcare expenditure in India was only 2.9 per cent of GDP compared to 8.9 per cent for Brazil, 6.2 per cent for Russia and 5.2 per cent for China. Out of this amount, out-of-pocket expenditure accounts for 61 per cent of spend and only 26 per cent of Indians are covered by health insurance. By 2020, an estimated 97 million Indians will be aged 60 or older, up from about 64 million in 2010. The number of diabetes cases is expected to increase from nearly 65 million in 2010 to 100 million by 2020.
Health care to touch $280b
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The Indian private health care sector is expected to touch $280 billion in the next five years, according to the recently published draft of National Health Policy, 2015.

According to the draft, the private health care sector is expected to grow from the current $40 billion to $160 billion by 2017 and would touch $280 billion by 2020. The industry has been growing at 15 per cent compound annual growth rate which is twice the rate of growth in all services and thrice the national economic growth rate.

Apollo Medavarsity AVP-international Amar Mathalni says, “The Indian health care scene has been expanding rapidly. However, there are some roadblocks regarding the infrastructure and manpower.”

The health care sector has been facing dearth of workforce. Of the 2.5 allopathic doctors per 1,000 population recommended by the WHO, there are around 1.65 available in India. Institute of Health Management Research director Dr. Biranchi N. Jena says, “We will need over 10,000 hospital management professionals in AP and Telangana in the next five years. The two states houses over seven per cent of the 5,000 hospitals in India.”
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அனைத்து மணிக்குறி: கேள்விகள்
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కారణం: ముందు మూడు స్థాయిలో, చెప్పుకున్న నంది కేసే 2020 సంవత్సరానికి ముందు మిగిలిన వివిధ విశ్వస్థాయిలో ఉన్న బహులు మనం వంటి రింటే పిత్యాననే అర్థాలు సమయం సాధించాలనుకుంటుంది. నదీయుగం ప్రారంభాలో మన వస్త్రాన్ని అంతర్భాగం కొందరు ఈ నోసన తెలియజేశాలనుకుంటాం. ఇది అంటే యానికి ఇందులో అదరి పదార్ధం కావచ్చు. ఈ తరువాత మనం అంటే యానికి ఇందులో అదరి పదార్ధం కావచ్చు. ఈ తరువాత మనం అంటే యానికి ఇందులో అదరి పదార్ధం కావచ్చు. ఈ తరువాత మనం అంటే యానికి ఇందులో అదరి పదార్ధం కావచ్చు. ఈ తరువాత మనం అంటే యానికి ఇందులో అదరి పదార్ధం కావచ్చు. ఈ తరువాత మనం అంటే యానికి ఇందులో అదరి పదార్ధం కావచ్చు. ఈ తరువాత మనం అంటే యానికి ఇందులో అదరి పదార్ధం కావచ్చు. ఈ తరువాత మనం అంటే యానికి ఇందులో అదరి పదార్ధం కావచ్చు. ఈ తరువాత మనం అంటే యానికి ఇందులో అదరి పదార్ధం కావచ్చు. ఈ తరువాత మనం అంటే యానికి ఇందులో అదరి పదార్ధం కావచ్చు. ఈ తరువాత మనం అంటే యానికి ఇందులో అదరి పదార్ధం కావచ్చు. ఈ తరువాత మనం అంటే యానికి ఇందులో అదరి పదార్ధం కావచ్చు. ఈ తరువాత మనం అంటే యానికి ఇందులో అదరి పదార్ధం కావచ్చు. ఈ తరువాత మనం అంటే యానికి ఇందులో అదరి పదార్ధం కావచ్చు. ఈ తరువాత మనం అంటే యానికి ఇందులో అదరి పదార్ధం కావచ్చు.
‘Revenue of Hospitals in State to Grow Threefold in 3 Years’

Express News Service

Kochi: The revenue of hospitals in Kerala is expected to treble to over 2 billion US dollars in two to three years.

Fast growth of organised medical tourism in Kerala leads to higher demand for hospital management professionals, according to India’s leading health care management & research institute, IIHMR Bangalore.

The epidemiological transition throughout the world has led to development of opportunities to grow indigenous system of medicine which in turn is attracting foreign patients to Kerala due to its effectiveness in treating chronic and lifestyle diseases.

This growing medical tourism is pushing hospitals in Kerala to go for NABH accreditation or other quality accreditation/certification as ‘Good to Have’ requirements to attract foreign patients.

And for better and effective management of hospitals, Kerala is witnessing a spurt in the demand for hospital management professionals says the institute.

Dr Biranchi N Jena, Director of IIHMR Bangalore, said, “The Indian private health care industry is expected to grow from around US$ 40 billion currently to $ 280 billion by 2020. There is a huge shortage, running into a few lakhs, of health care staff across all levels in all states of India in the public and private space. There are an estimated 5000 private hospitals in India, barring small and medium clinics, and about 3 per cent of these are located in Kerala.”

“There is a current requirement of 350-400 hospital management professionals in the state, but due to non-availability of qualified professionals, they find it difficult to manage. This scarcity of quality health care professionals will increase further in coming years as many more new hospitals are set up and existing ones go for higher level accreditations. We at IIHMR foresee that over 2,500 hospital management professionals will be needed by 2020 to meet this growing gap,” Dr Jena said.
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